TITLE

AUTHOR

DESCRIPTION

Moses: Egyptian Prince,
Nomad Sheikh,
Acheson, Edna L.
Lawgiver – A Guide for
teachers

A guide with resource materials, discussion
guides and activities to accompany the book
Moses: Egyptian Prince, Nomad Sheikh,
Lawgiver
Compiled in March, 2003, this guide gives a
Multicultural Resources:
Alberta Association summary and ordering information about
An Annotated
hundreds of videos on a number of subjects (e.
of Multicultural
Bibliography of Video
g., Canadian cultural identity, human rights,
Education
Resources
racism, religion & culture)
Relational Pulpit:
Includes personal profiles methods for effective
Closing the Gap
sermon writing and suggestions for improving
Alexander, Scott W.
Between Preacher and
the speaker-audience connection.
Pew, The
Salted With Fire: UU
UU leaders discuss historical and modern
Strategies for Sharing
Alexander, Scott W. interpretations of UU evangelism and offer ideas
Faith and Growing
and practical advice for congregational growth.
Congregations
Philosophy Making for
Unitarian Universalist
Growth and Learning: A
Process Guide

Anastos,
Elizabeth/Markshak Unavailable
, David

Building Your Spiritual
Anderson, Caitlin
Home: A Unitarian
and Macklin, Mary
Universalist Young Adult
Ann
Curriculum

Colour Healing:
Chromotherapy and
How It Works
Growing up UU
Art, Creativity and the
Sacred

Faithful Choices

Parenting with Spirit: 30
Ways to Nuture Your
Child's Spirit and Enrich
Your Family's Life

Navajo of the Painted
Desert, The

Questions for the
Religious Journey:
Finding Your Own Path
Religious Humanism,
Volume 17
Parables Arranged for
Lenten Readings, The

Changing Bodies,
Changing Lives: Our
Bodies, Our Selves

The Young Adult years are ones filled with
unique, on-going changes and transitions. Is it
possible to deal with these transitions and
maintain a sense of a well-balanced inner self?
Using the turtle, the one carries its home
wherever it goes, this seven-session curriculum
explores this question and offers tools to assist
Young Adults in building a spiritual home with
their/our lives.

Anderson, Mary
Andrews, Deb
ApostolosCappadona, Diane

Unavailable
Essays examine the spiritual dimension of art,
the treatment of religious themes by artists, and
the relationship between art and religious
traditions

An adult program in clinical ethics and religious
values. Guides adults to make informed,
responsible, assertive and faithful decisions in
Arnason, Wayne B.
medical situations and throughout their lives.
Contains 8 sessions, 32 handouts.

What does it mean to "parent with spirit"? It
means finding ways to give your family life more
depth and meaning. It's about creating ways of
being with your children that foster profound
love and a sense of connection and purpose.
And above all, it's making time to nurture your
children's-and your own-spiritual development
Bartlett, Jane
amid the frenzy of your daily life. In Parenting
with Spirit, Jane Bartlett offers parents a way to
do just that, with 30 practical yet inspiring ideas
for gently weaving spirituality into even the
busiest family lives. Full of engaging childfriendly suggestions, it offers a treasure trove of
ideas that are sure to add depth and magic to
your family's life.
From the jacket "will take you into a way of life
which is one of America's richest yet most
Bateman, Walter L. neglected heritages". From the jacket "will take
you into a way of life which is one of America's
richest yet most neglected heritages".
Previously titled, If Yes Is the Answer, What Is
the Question. Based on the belief that “an
authentic religion is a questioning religion,”
Beach, George
offers tools for religious introspection. Useful as
Kimmich
a starting point and as a resource to revisit as
our perspective shifts.
Beattie, Paul and
Unavailable
Lucinda
Beaufoy, Mark R.

Bell, Ruth

Humanism, what's that? Bennett, Helen

Unavailable
Classic guide to teen sexuality and emotional
well-being, written with teens and for teens.
Features expanded coverage of topics including
AIDS and other STDs, contraception, body
image and mental health. Lively illustrations and
honest talk from other teens make this one of
the best resources of its kind.
Mrs. Green is teaching her daily science class
one day when suddenly she receives terrible
news: A popular student named Amanda has
been struck by a car on her way to class and is
now hospitalized with serious injuries. "Letís all
pray for Amanda", says one earnest classmate.
"Surely God will make her well if He hears our
prayers." Mrs. Green is confronted with the
dilemma that every public school teacher must
be ready to deal with. While the church-state
separation laws wonít allow school prayer, Mrs.
Green wants to do something to help her
students cope with a life-threatening situation
that has raised deep questions.
Thus begins a conversation between teacher
and students that forms the basis of this
thoughtful work. Starting with the historic
concept of separation of church and state, the
curious youngstersí insistent questions lead to a
consideration of philosophic issues: Why
shouldnít they pray for Amanda in class? Why
do some people believe in God while others
donít? Is there life after death? What gives life
meaning?
In the course of what becomes a parentapproved after-school discussion, Mrs. Green
presents a humanistic point of view, making the
following points. Humanists look at life as a
natural process, so they donít believe in the
supernatural. They rely on science to explain
the meaning of life, not on religion, though they
support each personís freedom to choose to
believe or not to believe. Rather than
speculating about what comes after death,
humanists prefer to focus on life on earth.
Humanists generally espouse the values of
universal education, freedom of thought and
free expression, open-minded pursuit of the
truth, tolerance of othersí differences, mutual
respect, and preservation of the environment.
Complete with discussion questions,
suggestions for activities, and a bibliography,
this innovative approach to presenting
humanism to young adults will be welcome by
parents and teachers looking to expose their
children or students to a secular philosophic
pespective.
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All Souls Resources

AUTHOR

Beuhrens, Rev.
John A.

Little Book of Wholeness
and Prayer: An Eight
Beyer-Nelson,
Week Meditation Guide, Kimberly
The

Families: A Curriculum
Bishop, Helen and
for Unitarian Universalist
Grider, Susan
Youth
A Temporary State of
Grace

Blood,
Peter/Patterson,
Annie

Never Call Them Jerks:
Healthy Responses to
Difficult Behaviour

Boers, Arthur Paul

Endless Sky, The

Boile, Mary E.

Song Within My Heart,
The

Bossen,
Collin/Borchelt,
Dawn Star

Boucherd, David

Designing Contemporary
Congregations:
Bowers, Laurene
Strategies to Attract
Beth
Those Under 50

Leafy Home of the Birds,
Boyle, E. Marie
The

Memories, Hopes and
Conversations:
Branson, Mark Lau
Appreciative Inquiry and
Congregational Change

Religion in Life: Boys

Breen, Lena and
Kron, Keith

Religion in Life, 4rd ed.

Breen, Rev.
Lena/Kron, Rev.
Keith

UU Kids Book

Brotman-Marshfield

Kids Book of Awesome
Stuff, The

Brotman, Charlene

UU Kids Book, The

Brotman,
Charlene/Fields,
Anne

Coming of Age manual
(from Prairie Star
District)

Journey to Community

This self-guided program offers a daily spiritual
practice of prayer and meditation. Based on the
conviction that prayer can enrich all aspects of
our lives, focuses on the body, the senses,
memory, emotion and imagination. Invites
readers into a dance between oneís self and
God. Beyer-Nelson, an experienced Yoga
teacher and practitioner, is the religious growth
and learning director at the Unitarian Church of
Lincoln, NE.
This curriculum, designed to cover a 12- to 16week time span, is intended to provide a
resource for congregations with 9th to 12th
grade youth who need space and focus to look
at some of the issues surrounding family life
today.

Blanchard, David S. ???

Rise Up Singing

Bridging Program:
Workshops and
Guidelines, The

DESCRIPTION

Unavailable

Brownfield, Beth

Brownfield, Beth

Senses, The: Our
Access to the Living
Earth

Brownfield, Beth

Quiltmaker’s Gift, The

Brumbeau, Jeff

Lyrics and guitar chords for nearly 1,200 songs
are arranged in a compact, easy-to-use format
in this comprehensive collection. Folk revival
favorites; Broadway show tunes; Beatles' songs;
hymns, spirituals, and gospel standards; songs
about peace, freedom, labor, and the
environment are among the types of songs
included. This revised and retypeset large-print
version of the enormously popular songbook
makes this essential resource easy to read and
useful in leading large and small groups.
Healthy responses to difficult behaviour. No
church is immune to the problems that arise
when parishioners behave in difficult ways. The
way you respond is important. This guide helps
leaders to avoid the trap of labeling such
members and to exercise self-care when the
going gets rough.
A scientifically accurate, but child-friendly, look
at our sky. Each chapter has a story or
discussion, followed by activities and
experiment suggestions.
A step-by-step guide for bridging workshops and
a Bridging Ceremony. Includes sample
registration form, sign-up sheet, speeches and
blessings. Also provides valuable advice on how
to keep young UUs involved in their faith
communities after the bridging stage. Perfect for
congregations, conferences and district,
regional and national events.
Renowned Native painter Allen Sapp's inspired
and stunning artwork beautifully complements
this sweet story of a boy preparing for his first
powwow. The young boy's Nokum -- his beloved
grandmother -- guides him through the events of
the day and helps him to understand what the
singing and dancing are about. Award-winning
author David Bouchard adds rhythmic and
informative text based on remembrances from
Allen Sapp's own Cree childhood. A portion of
the royalties for The Song Within My Heart will
be donated to the Indian Federated College.
One of the reasons the traditional church is still
struggling to attract the postmodern generation
(between 20 and 50 years of age) is because it
also needs to be a contemporary congregation
— in touch with culture and its current trends. In
her latest book, Bowers identifies strategies to
contemporize worship, fellowship, evangelism,
social justice, rituals, and equipping the
disciples for ministry. She discusses how each
of these functions should produce a karmic
balance of spiritual energy. Borrowing concepts
from global religions and the new age
movement, Bowers puts a new twist on blending
contemporary and traditional ways of being
“church.”
This book was designed to interest children in
the everyday wonders of nature and science. It
offers the joy of discovery and of actual
experimentation. Scientifically accurate, it is
written in the child’s language by experienced
educational experts. A guide for teachers is
included.
Illustrates a four-step process—Initiate, Inquire,
Imagine, Innovate—that uses constructive
conversations and questions to evoke
storytelling and spur imaginations. By
encouraging memories of the congregation at its
best, members construct "provocative proposal"
to help shape the church's future.
Independent-study program about Unitarian
Universalism for junior-high boys. Participants
will need The Unitarian Universalist Pocket
Guide and Youth Pamphlet Assortment.
Unavailable
A treasure trove of stories, games, and puzzles
all based on UU history and traditions.
Wonderful grab-bag of activities, pictures,
puzzles and information tidbits that explore our
connection to the natural world. Covers the big
bang, snowflakes and frost, the significance of
bugs and "poop and pee and other stinky stuff".
Perfect for church groups, for home and for long
car rides. Illustrated by Jeila Gueramian. By the
author of The UU Kids Book.
Introduces UU history and beliefs to children.
A four weekend rite of passage program for
youth. This extensive resource outlines a
program designed to challenge youth while
offering them a chance to grow and bond with
their peers.
An adult education bridge to diversity and justice
making. Two versions are outlined: an eight
month multiple focus journey and a five to six
week single focus plan.
A six week curriculum for pre-school through 6th
grade. Each lesson has a Sensorium experiential laboratories devoted separately to
Touch, Sight, Sounth, Taste, and Smell.
This beautifully illustrated book celebrates the
joy of giving. A greedy king encounters a
generous quiltmaker and his world view is
forever changed.
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Bucketful of Dreams, A

Buice,Christopher

Unitarian Universalism:
A narrative history

Bumbaugh, David
E.

Paganism 101: An
Unitarian Exploration of
The New Paganism

Bunn, Louise

Paganism 101: An
Unitarian Exploration of
The New Paganism

Bunn, Louise

It Starts with Me!

Burch, Judith A.

Gatherings

Bushman, Tony/
Hamilton-Holway,
Bill

Christianity for th Rest of
Us: How the
Buter Bass, Diana
Neighborhood Church is
Transforming the Faith

Artists Way: A Spiritual
Path to Higher
Creativity, The

Religious Education
Spans a Life Time
(video)
Sharing Our Vision Unitarians and
Universalists in Canada
(video)

Celebrating Me and My
World: A Unitarian
Universalist Preschool
Curriculum

Cameron, Julia

DESCRIPTION

A charming cast of characters brings values
such as diversity, justice, faith and
empowerment to life in 18 original parables.
Playful cartoon illustrations by the author.
“Unitarian Universalism is a peculiar religious
tradition in that what binds it is not so much a
shared theology, or even a shared response to
the experience of the sacred, as it is a shared
history.” This guide takes the reader from UU
roots to present day.
This curriculum guide provides instructions on
preparing and leading pagan ceremonies. Also
includes articles and an exploration into the
history of Paganism. It consists of eight
sessions.
This cassette is used as a supplement to the
curriculum guide.
Judith Burch, previously at the North Shore
congregation in West Vancouver, BC., and now
in Winnipeg, tells me that she's had several
more orders for her curriculum for older children
since CANUUE, the newsletter for Canadian
Unitarian Universalist Educators went out this
fall. Judith's degrees in law and sociology, her
work as Education Officer for the Manitoba
Human Rights Commission, and her volunteer
experience have made her passionate about
social justice. 65 Congregations between
Canada and U.S. have now purchased the
curriculum. To make it useful for other
denominations, she does not include direct
reference to Unitarian Universalism, but does
include suggestions for opening and closing
rituals and meditations.

Following the Evensong model of worship for
small groups, this program provides a
supportive group setting for men. The 8 worship
gatherings are 120 minutes long and include
singing, reading and discussion suggestions.
The 64-page booklet is designed to be used by
leaders and participants. Bushman has led
men's groups for over 25 years and HamiltonHolway is co-minister at the Unitarian
Universalist Church in Berkeley, CA.
Christianity for the Rest of Us describes this
phenomenon and offers a how-to approach for
Protestants eager to remain faithful to their
tradition while becoming a vital spiritual
community. As Butler Bass delved into the rich
spiritual life of various Episcopal, United
Methodist, Disciples of Christ, Presbyterian,
United Church of Christ, and Lutheran churches,
certain consistent practices—such as
hospitality, contemplation, diversity, justice,
discernment, and worship—emerged as core
expressions of congregations seeking to
rediscover authentic Christian faith and witness
today.
With the basic principle that creative expression
is the natural direction of life, Julia Cameron and
Mark Bryan lead you through a comprehensive
twelve-week program to recover your creativity
from a variety of blocks, including limiting
beliefs, fear, self-sabotage, jealousy, guilt,
addictions, and other inhibiting forces, replacing
them with artistic confidence and productivity.

Canadian Unitarian An overview of lifespan learning for
Council
Unitarian*Universalists
Canadian Unitarian A good introduction for visitors and newcomers Council
25 minutes

Chandler Pratt,
Debra

Seven Spiritual Laws for
Chopra, Deepak
Parents, The

Book encourages pre-school children to:
develop a positive self-image; feel safe,
accepted and at home in church; become
familiar with the terms "Unitarian Universalist,"
Unitarian Universalism," and "chalice";feel a
grouwinginter-connection with nature; develop
cooperative skills = such as sharing, taking
turns listening and accepting the needs of
others in the group
In The Seven Spiritual Laws for Parents:
Guiding Your Children to Success and
Fulfillment, healer and philosopher Deepak
Chopra follows up on his runaway bestseller,
The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success, by
extending and reinterpreting his spiritual laws for
parents. "From the day your baby is born, you
are a teacher of spirit," Chopra writes. "Look
upon spirituality as a skill in living, since that is
what it is. I believe in imparting these skills as
early as possible by whatever means a child can
understand." To meet this end, Chopra
translates his own "laws" so that even the
youngest child can comprehend them. For
instance, Chopra's First Law, "The source of all
creation is pure consciousness ... pure
potentiality seeking expression from the
unmanifest to the manifest," translates as
"everything is possible." In his wise and
deceptively simple program (focusing each day
of the week on one of the seven laws), Chopra
suggests ways for parents to teach children truly
spiritual values by incorporating spiritual goals
into family life. --Ericka Lutz
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Seven Spiritual Laws
For Parents, The

Chopra, Deepak

Handbook of Religious
Services

Church of the
Larger Fellowship

Religious Education at
Home: A Handbook for
parents

Church of the
Larger Fellowship
UU

Resouces for Study and
Church, Forrest
Worship
ABC's for UU
Newcomers

Cleary, William

My UU ABC's

Cleary, William

Ellipse

Cogswell, Fred

Asking About Sex and
Growing Up: A Question
Cole, Joanna
and Answer Book for
Boys and Girls

Our Seven Principles in
Story and Verse: A
Collection for Children
and Adults

Family Happiness: A
Novel

Worship services and ceremonies for
individuals, families and small groups. Draws
from the writings of Unitarian Universalists.
Includes child dedications, weddings, memorial
services and readings.
Great tips on how to nurture your child's spiritual
development and how to teach Unitarian
Universalism at home. Outlines the history of
UU ideas and symbols, how to discuss difficult
religious questions and more.
Unavailable
This book, an Abecedary, designed to carry you
lightheartedly through the basics of the religion
called Unitarian Universalism.
A UU activity book with puzzles, lessons, and
pictures to color.
Canadian writing in translation. Each piece
appears in French with the English translation
on the facing page.
Today's children hear about sex all the time-on
television, in the movies, and from their friends.
But what they hear and see does not always
give a healthy or even an accurate view of
sexuality. This unique book, the only one of its
kind for preteens, uses a question-and-answer
format to offer straightforward information on a
wide variety of subjects that often concern and
mystify young people.

Creative responses to the seven principles,
each one illustrated with a story, a poem and a
Collier, Kenneth W. brief essay. For all ages, for worship and
individual reading.
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Colwin, Laurie

Celtic Magic (Llewellyn's
Conway, D.J.
World Magic Series)

New Family Traditions:
How to Create Rituals
for Holidays and
Everyday

Cox, Meg

Beyond Dolls & Guns:
101 Ways to Help
Children Avoid Gender
Bias

Crawford, Susan
Hoy

Joyful Family, The

Dacey, John and
Weygint, Lynne

Unitarian Universalism is
Dant, Jennifer
a Really Long Name

Healthy Relationships:
A Violence-Prevention
Curriculum

DESCRIPTION

From Amazon: In The Seven Spiritual Laws for
Parents: Guiding Your Children to Success and
Fulfillment, healer and philosopher Deepak
Chopra follows up on his runaway bestseller,
The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success, by
extending and reinterpreting his spiritual laws for
parents. "From the day your baby is born, you
are a teacher of spirit," Chopra writes. "Look
upon spirituality as a skill in living, since that is
what it is. I believe in imparting these skills as
early as possible by whatever means a child can
understand." To meet this end, Chopra
translates his own "laws" so that even the
youngest child can comprehend them. For
instance, Chopra's First Law, "The source of all
creation is pure consciousness ... pure
potentiality seeking expression from the
unmanifest to the manifest," translates as
"everything is possible." In his wise and
deceptively simple program (focusing each day
of the week on one of the seven laws), Chopra
suggests ways for parents to teach children truly
spiritual values by incorporating spiritual goals
into family life. --Ericka Lutz --This text refers to
an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

An engaging and enriching novel from a
critically acclaimed author that tells the story of
a happy wife and mother who one day finds
herself embarked on a completely unexpected,
sweet, and painful love affair.
An in-depth discussion of the Celtic pantheon,
way of life and worship, as well as an extensive
"how-to" of practical spell working. The tables
alone are worth the cost of the book. There are
many books dealing with the Celts and their
beliefs, but this is the only one to show the
reader how to apply magickal knowledge for use
in everyday life.
Life isn't like it used to be, and we need to
invent new traditions for today's families. Meg
Cox guides you through the simple steps that
help families fully cherish all of those special
moments and milestones, help heal the wounds
of trauma and loss, and strengthen that
indomitable spirit of identity within a family. Cox
suggests fresh ways of celebrating established
holidays like Thanksgiving and Halloween,
Passover and Easter, Christmas, Hanukkah,
and Kwanzaa. You will also find original
observances for birthdays, bedtime, and
dinnertime, as well as a whole compendium of
unexpected traditions: sports rituals, pet rituals,
homework rituals, vacation rituals, and family
meetings, among others.

The author offers tips and suggestions for
parents and teachers about how to have
nonsexist interactions with children. In addition
to behavioral suggestions, the author lists
relevant toys, books, and videos for children
about avoiding gender stereotypes.
Meaningful activities and heartfelt celebrations
for connecting with the ones you love. More
than 70 activities to help families create new
traditions and rituals.
In this fully-illustrated introduction to Unitarian
Universalism, the simple text and lively full-color
art combine to offer youngsters useful and
accessible answers to questions like Who Are
We?, What Do We Believe? and Do We Pray?
Author is DRE at UU Congregation of Greater
Naples, Florida. "This appealing childrenís book
introduces Unitarian Universalism with
welcoming and child-friendly words and
pictures--an excellent resource!"--Janeen
Grohsmeyer, author of A Lamp in Every Corner.
"This delightful book gives UU children words
and concepts to understand our faith and
explain it to others."--Ann Barker, DRE, UU
Fellowship of Appleton, Wisconsin. Illustrated by
Anne Carter.

Designed by and for Men for Change, a Halifaxbased men’s group dedicated towards ending
sexism and violence in society, this three
volume curriculum is intended to complement
Davies, Roger,
Davison, Peter, and sexual safety curricula by presenting cultural
values that influence violent behaviour and by
Safer, Andrew
exploring the psycho-social dynamics of male
violence altogether. It presents many models of
healthy relationships.

$12.95 UUA Bookstore

$1.37 Amazon

Not In Library

Available-1 copy

Available

TITLE

AUTHOR

Little Prince, The

De Saint-Exupery,
Antoine

Beyond the Collection
Plate: Overcoming
Obstacles to Faithful
Giving

Durall, Michael

Conversations With
Children

Edith F. Hunter

Child of the Sun, A
Pharaoh of Egypt

Edwards, Margaret
Dulles

Chalice and The Blade:
Our History, Our Future, Eisler, Riane
The

DESCRIPTION

Few stories are as widely read and as
universally cherished by children and adults
alike as The Little Prince. Richard Howard's new
translation of the beloved classic-published to
commemorate the 100th anniversary of Antoine
de Saint-Exup‚ry's birth-beautifully reflects
Saint-Exup‚ry's unique and gifted style. Howard,
an acclaimed poet and one of the preeminent
translators of our time, has excelled in bringing
the English text as close as possible to the
French, in language, style, and most important,
spirit. The artwork in this new edition has been
restored to match in detail and in color SaintExup‚ry's original artwork. By combining the new
translation with restored original art, Harcourt is
proud to introduce the definitive Englishlanguage edition of The Little Prince. It will
capture the hearts of readers of all ages. Full
color and black and white illustrations

COPIES

FORMAT

CATEGORY

LOCATION

PRICE

PURCHASE
FROM

NOTES

BOOK STATUS (AVAILABLE,
SIGNED OUT OR NOT IN
LIBRARY)

2 Book

RE

Toronto Library

$21 Amazon

Available

Analyzes prevailing attitudes in church toward
giving and managing money, and demonstrates
how many prevailing practices in stewardship
campaigns and fundraising have lost their
effectiveness. Provides strategies for
encouraging more giving.

1 Book

Leadership

Unavailable

$16 UUA Bookstore

Not In Library

Unavailable

1 Book

RE

Toronto Library

$15.73 Alibris

Available

2 Book

RE

Toronto Library

$20.95 Amazon

Signed Out

This is the story of Egypt during the time of
Amenophis III and his son who was to be the
next pharaoh.
Some books are like revelations, they open the
spirit to unimaginable possibilities. The Chalice
and the Blade is one of those magnificent key
books that can transform us and...initiate
fundamental changes in the world. With the
most passionate eloquence, Riane Eisler proves
that the dream of peace is not an impossible
utopia. -- Isabelle Allende, author of The House
of the Spirits
Chalice Children is designed to nurture
children's spiritual growth, creativity and
connection to their UU community by involving
them in "hands-on'riturals - simple rhymes,
fingerplays, games and other activities.
Kate Tweedie Erslev tells us how to make the
dream of keeping Unitarian/Universalist affiliated
with the faith. The book will help and inspire
those being raised in our movement today will
continue as active UUS. This is an empowering
collage of what makes UUS tick as well as what
sticks to our young religious ribs.
UU Identity Curriculum for Middle Schoolers
(Grade 6 – 8). This curriculum teaches an
understanding of UU faith that can replace the
vague “we can believe anything we want”
statement. Its goal is to teach UU traditions, to
both middle schoolers and their teachers, while
adding the fun with which middle schoolers
connect to issues and stay enthusiastic about
their church experience.
Flexible, independent-study program for juniorhigh girls to explore and understand their UU
beliefs. Also fulfills the Girl Scout Emblem
program.
Young people living with HIV talk candidly about
denial, condoms, postponing sex, alcohol use
and risky behaviour and healthy decisionmaking. 20 minutes. Includes discussion guide.
Elementary OWL resource. DVD. Families talk
about sexual health. For parents and young
children.

1 Book

Worship

Toronto Library

$18.95 Amazon

1 Book

RE

Toronto Library

UUA

Available

1 Book

Available

Toronto Library

$14 UUA

Available

1 Book

RE

Toronto Library

2 Book

RE

Unavailable

1 DVD

Youth

Toronto Library

3 DVD

RE/Sexuality

Toronto Library

$99.99 www.wordscanwork.com

Available

Toronto Library

$24.55 Amazon

Available

Erslev, Kate
Tweedie

Full Circle: Fifteen
Ways to Grow Lifelong
UUs

Erslev, Kate
Tweedie

Traditions with a Wink

Erslev, Kate
Tweedie

Religion in Life: Girls

Fakolt, Grace et al.

In Our Own Words:
Teens and AIDS (DVD)

Family Health
Productions

Raising Healthy Kids

Family Health
Productions

Stories of the Spirit,
Stories of the Heart:
Parables of the Spiritual
Path from Around the
World

Feldman,
Christina/Cornfield,
Jack

A collection of spiritual teaching stories from the
great religious traditions of the world.

1 Book

RE

Fields, Ann and
Goodwin, Joan

Learning and living our UU Principles. 22
sessions include activities, stories, worship
materials, game board and cards, music and
handouts. All ages.

1 Book

RE

1 Book

Worship

Toronto Library

Unavailable

Available

1 Book

RE

Toronto Library

Unavailable

Available

1 Book

RE

Toronto Library

2 Book

RE

Toronto Library

Resources for Feminist
Fisher, Elizabeth
Unavailable
Worship
Brief History of the
Universalist Church: For Fisher, Lewis Beals Unavailable
Young People, The
A book about children’s rights. A collection of
poems interpreting 15 of the 54 articles of the
If You Could Wear My
Fitch, Sheree and
united Nations Convention on the Rights of the
Sneakers!
Labrosse, Darcia
Child. Great illustrations.
John Flight, author, tries to get back to the
simpler and older forms of the story of Moses’
Moses: Egyptian Prince,
time. Written for youth, the author includes both
Nomad Sheikh,
Flight, John W.
his own telling of the stories along with the
Lawgiver
words used in the Bible.
A Brief History of the
Work of Universalist
Folsom, Ida M.
Unavailable
Women 1969-1955
The history, philosophy and practice of Zen for
beginners. Includes illustrative stories from Zen
masters, helpful discussion of the different
This Very Moment: A
schools of Buddhist thought, instruction for
Ford, James
Simple Guide to Zen
sitting shikantaza (sitting Zen) and suggestions
Ishmael
Buddhism
for newcomers. Glossary and resource sections
included.

Adapting Small Group
Ministry for Children's
Religious Education

Forsyth-Vail, Gail

The ninety-four-page soft cover book is divided
into two parts: Part One covers the
implementation process during the first year and
the modifications and improvements made
during the second. It contains copies of
memoranda, a letter to the congregation, a plan
for educating small group facilitators, and other
documents. It contains step-by-step information
about what we did and what we learned, as well
as some description of the effect the small
group ministry model has had on our youth
program. Part Two contains thirty-one sample
worship and session plans for children’s/junior
youth small group ministry. Worship plans
include information about sources for stories
used. Small group activities and reflections are
suggested for three different developmental
levels. All sessions were written for the children
and junior youth of the North Parish, and reflect
the North Parish liturgical calendar, ongoing
social justice projects, and events and issues of
importance to the congregation. All would need
to be adapted to reflect the calendar, projects,
and events and issues of other congregations.

Toronto Library

CONGREGRATION/LOCATION

MAILING ADDRESS

E-MAIL ADDRESS AND/OR PHONE
NUMBER

RETURNED BY
BORROWER?
(YES/NO)

Sylvia Andrews-Cong. LC
Chair (Huronia Unitarian
Fellowship)

Huronia Unitarian Fellowship

12 Nordic Trail, RR 1, Shanty Bay
ON L0L 2L0

thandrews@sympatico.ca, 705-835-6605

NO

$120 www.uucards.org

Signed Out

Brigitta MacLeod

UU Congregation of Durham, 905-985-0605

895 Roundelay Drive, Oshawa, ON

brigitta.macleod@sympatico.ca

$27.95 UUA Bookstore

Brigitta MacLeod

UU Congregation of Durham

895 Roundelay Dr., Oshawa, ON

birgitta.macleod@sympatico.ca, 905-985-0605 NO

Jorge Moreira

CUC

NO

Not In Library

Available

$35 UUA Bookstore

Signed Out

$5.95 Amazon

Available

Unavailable

Available

Pamphlet. No
Name on Spine.

1 Book

History

Toronto Library

Out of print

3 Book

Worship

Toronto Library

$10 UUA Bookstore

Available

1 Book

RE

Toronto Library

$45 www.northparish.org

Available

SIGN OUT DATE
(MONTH/DAY/YEAR)

1/14/2008

Available

Chalice Children: A UU
preschool crriculum

We Believe: Learning
and Living our UU
Principles

BORROWER'S NAME

Available

jorge@cuc.ca

TITLE

Stories in Faith

AUTHOR

Forsyth-Vail, Gail

Sexuality and Our Faith,
Adults: A Companion to Frediani, Judith
Our Whole Lives

Screening in Faith

Gallagher, Brenda

Changing Light: The
Eternal Cycle of Night
and Day

Gendler, J.Ruth

Multicultural Plays for
Children, Volume 1

Gerke, Pamela

Multicultural Plays for
Children, Volume 2

Gerke, Pamela

Advocacy Manual for
Sexuality, Education,
Health and Justice:
Resources for
Communities of Faith,
The

Gibb Millspagh,
Sarah

Building Your Own
Theology, Volume 1:
Introduction

Gilbert, Richard S.

Building Your Own
Theology, Volume 3:
Ethics

Gilbert, Richard S.

Bulding Your Own
Theology, Volume 2:
Exploring

Gilbert, Richard S.

DESCRIPTION

Stories in Faith is an invitation to begin a unique
spiritual journey, one in which stories help us to
develop our faith and make meaning in our
lives. This is a distinctly Unitarian Universalist
collection of wisdom tales. Nineteen in all, the
stories are culled from many cultures and
traditions and presented using the seven
Principles and six Sources as a framework for
reflection and further exploration. Forsyth-Vail
offers thoughtful advice for respectfully
approaching materials from a culture other than
oneís own and encourages engagement with
wisdom tales as an opportunity for lifelong
inspiration and spiritual growth. (Skinner House)
2007 138pp 1-55896-528-9
Invites adults to strengthen connections
between their sexuality and spirituality, between
their values and their behavior, between
themselves and their religious community.
Offers suggestions for group building and for
creating a worshipful context for the program.
This workbook is for individuals in faith
communities who are responsible for setting
policy or are directly involved with the screening
and recruitment of volunteers at the national,
provincial or local level concerning the
recruitment of volunteers. The aim of the book is
to provide each faith community with tools to
create and maintain a safe environment, to
protect those who are to be cared for and to
prevent sexual, physical and emotional
misconduct from occurring in places of ministry.
Ruth Gendler has collected together some of
the most accessible and beautiful poems ever
written. Her collection is eclectic, international,
and both spiritual and "light." This is the one
collection of poetry that I give as a gift to people
who read poetry only rarely. They always find
their eyes opened by the freshness of Gendler's
selections. The book follows the progression of
a day from daybreak to night, which gives the
book both cohesion and progression. Her art is
sprinkled throughout the book, and it enhances
the mood, without becoming intrusive. Really an
excellent choice for yourself or as a gift.
From School Library Journal:
K-Gr 3--Scripts for 10 plays to be put on by or
for primary-grade children, along with a valuable
introduction featuring notes on how to go about
using drama with young children and techniques
for altering the plays for different groups and
production conditions. Each script features
background information on the story, rehearsal
time, running time, cast size and gender, as well
as appendixes for pronunciation of vocabulary,
directions for construction of sets, props and
costumes lists, and notes on the use of music
and sound. The plays could well be used by
secondary-school drama classes for
performances for younger students as well as
the younger children themselves. The selections
were created from folktales from literary
traditions (sources are cited in the bibliography).
The Little Red Hen, Anansi, and Vasilisa
appear, as well as variants of stories such as
"The Bremen Town Musicians." The playwright
has worked to keep these as authentic as
possible. Vi Hilbert, an Upper Skagit elder, has
written a preface attesting to the authenticity of
the Skagit tale and to the value of drama for
keeping storytelling traditions alive. This is a
valuable collection for libraries doing
programming with children, for children's
collections, and for libraries in secondary
schools with active drama programs.
From School Library Journal
Grade 4-6. A perennially difficult demand for
libraries to fill is for high-quality children's plays.
These excellent dramatic adaptations of 10
folktales from various countries and cultures will
help fill that void. Each play is based on a story
from the oral tradition that has retained, through
many alterations across time, a core of truth
about human nature and life. The volume
includes a substantial introductory section that
addresses many important concerns: adapting a
play for various cast sizes; changing gender,
setting, and length; vocal-projection exercises
and theater games; plus many useful
suggestions for production. Each play has
detailed directions for creating sets, props,
costumes, a realistic timetable for rehearsals
and other production needs, and a
pronunciation guide. Music is included, as is
extensive information about some cultures that
will extend and enrich the experience for
children. The plays range from the simple "La
Culebra" ("The Snake") to the ambitious
"Vasilisa Prekresnaia" ("Vasilisa the Beautiful").
Each selection is well written and appealing,
and may be performed in classrooms without a
fee. A selection that will make many teachers
(and their performance-hungry students) very
happy.?Lee Bock, Brown County Public
Libraries, Green Bay, WI
Guidelines for introducing comprehensive
sexuality education programming to your
congregation or community. Learn to work with
local school boards and the media, confront the
religious right, lobby and more. Provides case
studies, readings on spirituality and sexuality
and a useful resource list. For use with all levels
of Our Whole Lives.
Based on the assumption that everyone is their
own theologian, this classic UU adult education
program invites participants to develop their own
personal credos. 10 sessions.
Invites participants to apply their beliefs, values
and convictions to particular ethical situations.
Suggests a number of scenarios culled from
history, literature, current events and the
participants' own lives. Participants are
encouraged to have their own copies of this
program. 10 sessions.
Continues the credo-development process by
focusing on various theological questions to
help participants grow in their ability to
understand and articulate their own belief
systems. This 10-session program includes
essays for participants to read before meeting.

COPIES

FORMAT

CATEGORY

LOCATION

PRICE

PURCHASE
FROM

NOTES

BOOK STATUS (AVAILABLE,
SIGNED OUT OR NOT IN
LIBRARY)

2 Book

RE

Toronto Library

$15 UUA Bookstore

Available

1 Book

RE/Sexuality

Unavailable

$18 UUA Bookstore

Not In Library

1 Book

Leadership

Toronto Library

2 Book

Worship

Toronto Library

$10 Amazon

Available

1 Book

RE

Toronto Library

$19.95 Amazon

Available

1 Book

RE

Toronto Library

$19.95 Amazon

Available

4 Book

Sexuality

Toronto Library

$12.95 UUA Bookstore

Available

2 Book

RE

Toronto Library

$16 UUA Bookstore

Available

1 Book

RE

Toronto Library

$16 UUA Bookstore

Signed Out

2 Book

RE

Toronto Library

$16 UUA Bookstore

Available

Volunteer Canada
@@@

BORROWER'S NAME

CONGREGRATION/LOCATION

MAILING ADDRESS

E-MAIL ADDRESS AND/OR PHONE
NUMBER

RETURNED BY
BORROWER?
(YES/NO)

Sylvia Andrews - Cong LC
Chair, Huronia Unitarian
Fellowship

Huronia Unitarian Fellowship

12 Nordic Trail, RR 1, Shanty Bay
ON L0L 2L0

thandrews@sympatico.ca, 705-835-6605

NO

SIGN OUT DATE
(MONTH/DAY/YEAR)

Available

1/14/2008

TITLE

AUTHOR

To Whom It May
Concern: A Book of
Meditations

Gilbert, Richard S.

Building Your Own
Theology

Gilbert, Richard S.

Our Whole Lives,
Grades 10-12

Goldfarb, Eva and
Casparian,
Elizabeth

Our Whole Lives,
Grades 4-6

Goldfarb, Eva and
Casparian,
Elizabeth

Our Whole Lives:
Grades 10-12

Goldfarb, Eva S.
/Casparian,
Elizabeth M.

When Universalism
Came to Canada
Canadians...adventures
of our people, The
Giving Birth to
Ourselves: A history of
the Liberal Religious
Educators Association

Gooding, Margaret
K.
Gooding, Rev.
Margaret
Goodwin, Joan W.

Teaching Primary
Children

Gould, Josephine/
Lindberg, Lucile/
Spitzer, Jannette

Lamp in every corner, A

Grohsmeyre,
Janeen K.

Religion in Life, 3rd ed.

Groth, PhD, Susan
Charles T.

Evensong

Hamilton-Holway,
Barbara

Evensong, Volume 2: An
Hamilton-Holway,
Eight Week Series of
Barbara
Gatherings

DESCRIPTION

Unavailable

COPIES

FORMAT

CATEGORY

LOCATION

PURCHASE
FROM

NOTES

BOOK STATUS (AVAILABLE,
SIGNED OUT OR NOT IN
LIBRARY)

Worship

Toronto Library

Unavailable

Available

5 Book

RE

Toronto Library

$16 UUA Bookstore

Available

3 Book

RE/Sexuality

Toronto Library

$60 UUA Bookstore

Available

1 Book

RE/Sexuality

Unavailable

$40 UUA Bookstore

Not In Library

1 Book

Sexuality

Toronto Library

$60 UUA Bookstore

Signed Out

Unavailable

1 Book

RE

Toronto

Unavailable

Available

Unavailable

4 Book

RE

Toronto Library

Unavailable

Available

Unavailable

1 Book

RE

Toronto Library

1 Book

RE

Unavailable

Unavailable

Not In Library

1 Book

RE

Toronto Library

UUA

Available

2 Book

Curriculum

Toronto Library

Unavailable

Available

6 Book

Worship

Toronto Library

UUA Bookstore

Available

3 Book

Worship

Toronto Library

$16 UUA Bookstore

Available

The classic model for exploring personal
theology has been completely remodeled: new
resources, new essays and new activities.
Features 10 sessions in which participants
develop and articulate their religious values.
Using a comprehensive approach, this program
helps senior-high youth gain the knowledge, life
principles and skills they need to express their
sexuality in life-enhancing ways. Includes a
parent orientation. Adaptable for classroom,
after school or youth group settings.
Participants learn about and discuss the
physical and emotional changes of puberty.
Participants will read It's Perfectly Normal by
Robie Harris, and examine topics such as
values and sexuality, communication and
decision making. Each session includes a
HomeLink—a homework activity for parents and
children to complete together. Note: This
program is designed for use with either a grades
4-5 group, a grades 5-6 group, or with one of
the three grades separately.
Using a comprehensive approach, this program
helps senior-high youth gain the knowledge, life
principles and skills they need to express their
sexuality in life-enhancing ways. Includes a
parent orientation and 12 sessions. Adaptable
for classroom, Sunday School or youth group
settings.

This book has a double purpose. First, it can
help a teacher or parent understand the needs
and wonderings of primary-age children as they
seek to discover religious values as seen in the
world. Second, it skillfully presents the
experiences of master teachers, with
suggestions for varying an enriching the
methods used in teaching.
21 original stories that bring UU history to life for
yourn listeners. The book is arranged in
chapters of seven stories each.
Unavailable
Helps a congregation grow closer through
personal sharing and deep listening in small
groups. Includes orders of service, songs and
readings for eight celebrations on different
topics.
Eight small-group worship services. The
intimate format is based on the idea that
"honest, loving, speaking and respectful open
listening make community." The orders of
service, which can be photocopied for group
use, include singing, readings and discussion
suggestions. Participants are invited to share
thoughts, experiences, doubts and religious
beliefs.

Harrie, Robie

Elementary OWL resource. A story for children
about the day they were born. Beautiful fullcolour drawings.

1 Book

RE/Sexuality

Toronto Library

Community Church of
New York, The

Harrington, Donald
Szantho

Unavailable

1 Book

Unavailable

Toronto Library

"A beautiful, insightful, and creative work that
could be fashioned only by a true artist in the art
of religious education".---Thomas H. Groome,
Associate Professor of Theology nad Religious
Education, Boston College

E-MAIL ADDRESS AND/OR PHONE
NUMBER

BORROWER'S NAME

CONGREGRATION/LOCATION

MAILING ADDRESS

Caroline Farley

Unitarian Church and Centre

Unitarian Church and Centre, 949
West 49th Ave. Vanocuver, BC V5Z carolinefarley@telus.net
2T1

RETURNED BY
BORROWER?
(YES/NO)

SIGN OUT DATE
(MONTH/DAY/YEAR)

NO
Sept 5th, 2008

Happy Birth Day

Fashion Me A People:
Harris, Maria
Curriculum in the Church

PRICE

1 Book

Toronto Library

Available

$9.99 Amazon
Unavailable

$24.95 Amazon

Available
Available

1 Book

Leadership

Signed Out

1 Book

RE

Toronto Library

1 Book

RE/Sexuality

Toronto Library

$10.99 UUA Bookstore

Not In Library

1 Book

RE/Sexuality

Unavailable

$10.99 UUA Bookstore

Not In Library

6 Book

RE

Toronto Library

$10 UUA Bookstore

Available

4 Book

Worship

Toronto Library

$12 UUA Bookstore

Available

Available 3 copies

Anna Isaacs

FUC of Victoria

3028 Millgrove St Victoria BC V9A
1X5

Anna Isaacs
October 2010

Teaching and Religious
Imagination: An Essay in
Harris, Maria
the Theology of
Teaching

???

Honest answers to nearly every imaginable
question about sexuality. Warm, ageappropriate illustrations that are often humorous
and always scientifically correct. A reliable
source of information on a wide range of issues
including conception, puberty, birth control and
AIDS. For ages 10 and up. Used in Our Whole
Lives: Sexuality Education for Grades 4-6.
A book about eggs, sperm, birth, babies, and
families. Easy-to-understand and humorous look
It's So Amazing: A Book
at the basics of reproduction, birth and families.
About Eggs, Sperm,
Harris, Robie H.
Presents the concept of "okay touches" and
Birth, Babies, and
"not-okay touches." By the author of It's
Families
Perfectly Normal. Ages 5 and up.
Thoughtful reflection on church community and
Gift of Faith, The:
how it can enrich the lives of children and their
Harrison
Tending to the Spiritual
Nieuwejaar, Jeanne caretakers as a vital part of family life. Great gift
Lives of Children
for new parents and religious educators.
Here are opening words, chalice lightings,
prayers, table graces, devotions, meditations
and more, culled from traditional and modern
sources. Expanded and updated, this new
edition includes more than 50 added selections,
Rejoice Together
Helen Pickett
primarily from contemporary UU sources.
Designed to help laypersons plan and conduct
simple worship services or special ceremonies
in families and small-group settings.
A well-body book for congregations. Accessible
and useful guidebook on building church
community. Provides creative and practical
Churchworks: A Wellprescriptions for development, covenants and
Body Book for
Heller, Anne Odin
mission statements, growth and new
Congregations
membership, conflict resolution, ministry,
building and grounds and more.
Unitarian Way, The
Hewett, Phillip
Unavailable
This book describes the evolution during more
than a century and a half of a radical religious
movement. Though always small in numbers, it
has inspired many people who have exerted a
Unitarians in Canada
Hewett, Phillip
powerful influence in Canadian life, and has
consistently promoted the growth of tolerant and
inclusive attitudes. ", 390 pages
It's Perfectly Normal:
Bodies, Growing Up,
Sex and Sexual Health

Harris, Robie H.

4 (3 copy
added
from
Book
Vancouver
books)

$2.95 Amazon

Leadership

Toronto Library

$20 UUA Bookstore

1 Book

History

Toronto Library

Unavailable

1 Book

Leadership

Toronto Library

$28.95 Alibris

Available

Available

Available

Betty Boomer

FUC of Waterloo

TITLE

AUTHOR

A Cherokee Feast of
Days, Volume 2

Hifler, Joyce
Sequichie

New U, The

Highsmith, Jean/
McLauchlin, Mary
Nell/ Schmidt, Jack

Cycle of Seasons

Hill Williams, Betsy

Religious Education at
Home

Hill Williams, Betsy

Small Group Ministry:
Saving the World 10 at a Hill, Robert
Time

Complete Book of Small
Group Ministry: Saving
Hill, Robert L.
the World 10 at a Time,
The

Very Touching Book,
A....for Little People and Hindman, Jan
for Big People

Parent Guide to Our
Whole Lives, Grades K1 and Grades 4-6, The

Hoertdoerfer,
Patricia

Sexuality and Our Faith,
Hoertdoerfer,
Grades 4-5: A
Patricia and
Companion to Our
Morriss, Makanah
Whole Lives

Sexuality and Our Faith,
Hoertdoerfer,
Kindergarten-Grade 1: A
Patricia and
Companion to Our
Morriss, Makanah
Whole Lives
Safe Congregation
Handbook: Nurturing
Healthy Boundaries in
our Faith Communities,
The

Hoertdoerfer,
Patricia/Muir,
Frederick

Creating Safe
Congregation

Hoertdoerfer,
Patricia/Sinkford,
William

Radical Hospitality

Homan and Pratt

How To Start, Nurture
and Grow a Young
Religious Unitarian
Universalist Youth
Group (Video)

Hosted by Austin
Putman, Produced
by Louie & Brenda
Stevens (Magic
Music Productions)

Alcohol: True Stories
(DVD)

Hosted By Matt
Damon

Infinity in Your Hand: A
Guide for the Spiritually
Curious

Houff, William H.

Nurturing Children and
Youth: A Developmental Hurd, Tracey L.
Guidebook

DESCRIPTION

Designed to provide a daily message of
inspiration and an opportunity for meditation,
Volume 2 is the sequel to Joyce Sequichie
Hifler's beloved book of Native lore, A Cherokee
Feast of Days. In tribute to the abiding wisdom
of native American leaders, the book uses
quotations from Sequoyah, Seattle, Geronimo,
Crazy Horse, Black Hawk, and many others to
provide examples of lives lived in peace, beauty,
and harmony.
An orientation program for new members of
Unitarian Universalist congregations. This
program is designed to capitalize on the energy
and excitement new members bring to our
congregations and to reduce the moments of
awkwardness new members may feel as they
begin to become part of a UU community. It is
designed to enable new members to become
actively and meaningfully involved in the life of
the congregation.
A survey of holidays and holy days around the
world. Overview of major religious celebrations
around the world. Seasonal approach
emphasizes similarities and links between
religious traditions. Helps kids become aware of
the diverse underlying cultural connections in
celebrations at home and at church.
Great tips on how to nurture your child's spiritual
development and how to teach Unitarian
Universalism at home. Outlines the history of
UU ideas and symbols, how to discuss difficult
religious questions and more.
An accessible and thorough guide to this
growing grassroots movement by one of its
most ardent proponents and practitioners.
Readers will learn why we need covenant
groups and how best to convene, nurture and
encourage them. Includes tools for creating
covenant groups. Foreword by Thandeka. Hill,
former UUA VP and district executive in the
Southeast and Southwest Districts, founded an
e-newsletter that is now edited and produced by
the Small Group Ministry Network as
"CGNEWS."
An accessible and thorough guide to this
growing grassroots movement by one of its
most ardent proponents and practitioners.
Readers will learn why we need covenant
groups and how best to convene, nurture and
encourage them. Includes tools for creating
covenant groups. Foreword by Thandeka. Hill,
former UUA VP and district executive in the
Southeast and Southwest Districts, founded an
e-newsletter that is now edited and produced by
the Small Group Ministry Network as
"CGNEWS."
An elementary OWL resource. An exploration of
all kinds of touch.
A session-by-session guide to what children will
learn through the Our Whole Lives curricula for
grades K-1 and 4-6. Helps parents answer
tough questions about sexuality issues. If their
child is not enrolled in a class, parents can
teach Our Whole Lives at home with this guide
and the Our Whole Lives curriculum.
The Unitarian Universalist supplement for Our
Whole Lives 4-6 promotes religious
communities as places to ask important
questions as we search for truth, meaning, and
understanding. Sexuality and Our Faith stresses
values of love, justice, equity, and responsibility
as well as the universal need for support and
nurture.
The Unitarian Universalist supplement for Our
Whole Lives K-1 helps participants learn about
UU religious values. Focusing on the "three R's"
of human sexuality--respect, relationship, and
responsibility--it emphasizes that we believe
every person should be treated fairly and kindly.
Here are clear guidelines, principles, policies,
tools and workshops to ensure that our
congregations are safe and secure for both
children and adults.

Unavailable
In an age of terror, it is difficult to look into the
eyes of a stranger without cringing. We carefully
peruse our fellow passengers before we board a
plane. We bolt our doors and feel safest when
we are with our close friends and family. It may
seem natural, given the devastating recent
attacks on our country, but isn't there a better
way to live?

Learn adult/youth co-leadership, community
building, fundraising, youth group planning
Young people tell how alcohol affected their
lives. In compelling and honest interviews,
these teens offer insight into the reasons young
people drink, and encourage their peers to wait.
Includes discussion guide. For young people,
parents and other caregivers.
Spiritual growth is an intensely personal
undertaking. While we can learn from the
journeys of others, it is only through taking out
our own beliefs, understanding them, and
sharing them that we reveal to our true self.
William Houff reveals that by expanding his
humanism, he discovered that those who listen
to their inner wisdom come to a new and
expansive appreciation of that Old Testament
command, "Be still and know I am God."
An insightful tool for understanding children and
youth at each stage of development. Outlines
typical progressions in physical, cognitive,
social, emotional, moral and spiritual
development from infancy to early twenties.
Inlcudes key characteristics at each phase of
development and suggestions for supporting the
child in the context of UU values. Author is UUA
director of children and family programs.
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Historical and literary facts on the hymns, tunes
and readings in Singing the Living Tradition at
Between the Lines
your fingertips. Includes suggestions for
Songbook: Sources for James, Jacqui
introducing and teaching new material to
the Living Tradition
congregations. A wonderful addition to your
musical library.
Take stock of the "isms" that may be holding
you back from embracing diversity: racism,
heterosexism, ableism, classism and ageism. 8
James,
sessions offer learning strategies for increasing
Weaving the Fabric of
Jacqui/Frediani,
diversity in your congregation. Contains case
Diversity
Judith A.
studies, small group activities, light and often
humorous exercises and worship and interactive
activities.
Green Sanctuary (2003 Jesch and
Eco-spirituality for liberal religious
edition)
Schomaker, ed.
congregations.
This guide is designed to give readers tools and
Facilitator’s Guide to
insights to enable effective, participatory action
Participatory DecisionKaner, Sam et al.
and the potential to achieve strong principled
Making
results and positive social change.
A review from a customer states: Self esteem is
absolutely essential in dealing with the
challenges of life. Feeling good about yourself
because of who you are rather than who your
friends think you should be is what will help your
child (and you) deal with peer pressure and
making positive decisions. This book offers
examples and suggestions that will help you
Kaufman,
develop a healthy and secure sense of yourself
Gershman/Raphael,
Stick Up for Yourself
and your world. I bought it for my kids, but found
Lev
it a great read for myself and a great resource
for helping my children feel good about
themselves and easing the pressure they often
feel from their peers. It tells you not only how to
take responsibility for your feelings, needs, and
behaviors, it explains why that's important. A
great find. Our whole family will benefit from this
book.
Unitarian Universalist
Kesting, Erik &
Organizing tips and resources for your
Young Adult Information Tino, Michael,
congregation
Pack 2003-2004
editors
Using values, communication skills, and
spirituality as starting points, this program
explores sexuality issues of interest to adults of
all ages. Builds understanding of healthy sexual
Our Whole Lives, Adults Kimball, Richard S.
relationships, affirms diversity and helps
participants accept and affirm their own
sexuality throughout the life cycle. Adaptable
for many formats.
Elementary OWL resource. A celebration of life
Knight, Margy
and diversity. Children and adults explore the
Welcoming Babies
Burns
welcoming of babies all over the world.
Elementary OWL resource. A mother and father’
s loving description of the joyful, excited
Day We Met You, The
Koehler, Phoebe
preparations for bringing home their adopted
baby.
Green Mountain Spring
Kowalski, Gary A
Unavailable
and Other Leaps of Faith
An alternative funeral service for those who wish
a nontheistic ceremony.
. Should be in the library of every funeral home
and every funeral director". The American
Cemetery
Filled with ways to instill mindfulness and grace
into the passages of everyday life, How to Bury
a Goldfish offers more than 100 new traditions
and rituals to commemorate and honor special
moments and milestones. Drawing on cherished
memories of moments enjoyed with family and
friends, Virginia Lang and Louise Nayer share a
wealth of creative ceremonies that can be
adapted to fit any lifestyle.
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Unavailable
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$27.86 Amazon

Available
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$15 Amazon

Available

2 Book

RE
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Available

Unavailable

Not In Library

$18 UUA Bookstore

Not In Library

$7.95 UUA Bookstore

How to Bury a Goldfish:
And Other Celebrations
for Daily Life

Lang,
Virginia/Nayer,
Louise

Famous
Unitarians/Universalists

Lange Jr., Fred E.

Unavailable

1 Book

RE

Toronto Library

Unavailable

Available

For Such a Times as
This

Lapoint, Justin F.
/MacPherson,
David Hicks

Unavailable

1 Book

Unavailable

Unavailable

Unavailable

Not In Library

2 Book

RE/Worship

Toronto Library

1 Book

Leadership

Unavailable

1 Book

RE

Unavailable

Unavailable

Not In Library

1 Book

RE

Toronto Library

Unavailable

Available

1 Book

RE/Sexuality

Toronto Library

$22.95 Amazon

Available

1 Book

RE

Available

$14.95 UUA Bookstore

Available

1 Book

RE

Toronto Library

$64.46 Barns & Noble

Signed Out

1 Book

RE

Toronto Library

1 Book

RE

Toronto Library

Lavanhar, Marlin

Discover Your Conflict
Management Style

Leas, Speed B.

R.E. Road Map: A
guidebook for religious
educators on
administering R.E.
programs – Canadian
Edition

The ultimate “how-to” book about the
Leitner, C., Phillips, administration of religious education programs.
Valuable information for beginners or those with
C., Sabourin, L.
a few years under their belts.

This guide is addressed to busy church school
teachers. It attempts to help these teachers in
two principal ways: by examining various
Lester, Mildred and
methods of working with curriculum material
Lindberg, Lucile
based on Beginnings: Earth, Sky Life, Death,
and by investigating how children in a group
behave and learn.
An elementary OWL resource. A handbook for
Complete Lesbian and
lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender parents
Gay Parenting Guide,
Lev, Arlene Istar
that addresses the real struggles and joys their
The
families face.
A kid’s guide to building character. Guided
exploration of issues of honesty, empathy,
What Do You Stand
integrity, respect and more. With quotations,
For? For Kids: A Guide Lewis, Barbara
activities, problem-solving exercises, true stories
to Building Character
and reproducible handouts. Ages 11 and up.
Character building for kids 7 – 10. Helps
elementary age kids learn about and build
character traits like caring, citizenship,
Being Your Best:
cooperation, courage, fairness, honesty, respect
Character Building for
Lewis, Barbara A.
and responsibility. Includes activities, true
Kids 7-12
stories, reproducible materials and a
bibliography.
Hebrew Home Life: A
Lobingier, Elizabeth
Unavailable
Children's Reader
Miller
Looking Forward At The Loeffelholz-Rea,
A History of the First Unitarian Congregation of
Past
Joycelyn
Ottawa.
Exploring Beginnings: A
Guide to Beginnings –
Earth, Sky, Life, Death

MAILING ADDRESS

Brigitta MacLeod (DRE)

UU Congregation of Durham

895 Roundelay Drive, Oshawa, ON,
brigitta.macleod@sympatico.ca
L1J 7J8

RETURNED BY
BORROWER?
(YES/NO)

Available

Lamont, Corliss

Soulful Sundown

CONGREGRATION/LOCATION

Not In Library
$20 http://uuministryforearth.org/grs_manual.htm

A Humanist Funeral
Service

A New Young Adult UU contemporary worship
style that explores the arts and spirituality
through the interaction of local and national
artists (i.e., blues, jazz and folk performers,
storytellers, comedians, dancers and other
artists with UU worship leaders)). A Manual that
will help you re-create the successful "Soulful
Sundown" worship experience in your
congregation or district.
Leas, a senior consultant with the Alban
Institute, helps you to assess your conflict
response and discover option appropriate to
different levels of conflict.
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$15 UUA Bookstore

$7 Amazon

Unavailable
$18 Amazon

Available

Not In Library

Available
Available

NO
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TITLE

Dancing on Live Embers

Wind in Both Ears, The
Comment la rivière
Petitcodiac devint
boueuse

How the Petitcodiac
River Became Muddy

AUTHOR

Lopes,
Tina/Thomas, Barb

DESCRIPTION

A hands-on book for front-line staff who are
trying to create more equitable organizations,
from factory unions to universities. A visually
dynamic and engaging hands-on guide by
experienced professionals, Dancing on Live
Embers investigates how racism, White Power,
and privilege operate in the ordinary moments of
organizational life. It examines familiar
workplace interactions, seeking openings to
advance racial equity and justice. Through a
combination of stories, case-studies and
exercises, it demonstrates the racial justice work
of a range of experienced activists. The authors
have used their years of community and
institutional experience to craft a unique
resource.

MacLean, Angus H. Unavailable
This Mi’kmaq legend explains in its own way
some of the mysteries surrounding the
Maillet, Marguerite
Petitcodiac River. Text is in French, Mi’kmaq,
and English. Beautifully illustrated storybook.
This Mi’kmaq legend explains it its own way
some dot he mysteries surrounding the
Petitcodiac River. In the past, the river was
Maillet,
crystal-clear and full of fish. A giant eel was
Marguerite/Sock,
attracted by such abundant food. She rushed
Serena M./Mitchem, into the river, causing rampage along its shores.
Allison/Martin,
Asked for help, Glooscap offered to give great
Raymond
powers to anyone who would fight the monster.
The only one who volunteered was a small
lobster.

Can Our Church Live?
Redeveloping
Congregations in
Decline

Mann, Alice

In-Between Church,
The: Navigating Size
Transitions in
Congregations

Mann, Alice

Raising the Roof: The
Pastoral-to-Program
Size Transition

Mann, Alice

Office Sutras, The

Marcia Manter

Taking Pictures of God:
Meditations

Marshall, Bruce T.

Nothing on earth lives forever—not even
congregations. Alban Institute senior consultant
Alice Mann explains how the natural life cycle of
a congregation, as well as other internal and
external factors, can produce a congregation
that is in real trouble. She then offers hope for
congregations that want to change. Practical
options for congregations, leadership challenges
for laity and clergy, and ways to work with
denominations are detailed and engaging
discussion questions provide a basis for
congregational planning. Foreword by Anthony
G. Pappas.
Alban Institute Senior Consultant Alice Mann
draws on her lengthy experience in helping
congregations deal with the hurdles and
anxieties of change from one size to another.
Often, congregations experiencing size change
do not realize that they need to change culture
and form along with adapting to a new size.
Otherwise, they will inevitably get stuck and will
not be able to accommodate the change. Mann
details the adjustments in attitude as well as
practice that are necessary to support
successful size change, whether growth or
shrinkage.
Designed specifically for a congregational
learning team, this book features a five-step to
engage a wider circle of congregational leaders
and members in study, discernment, and
planning. From preparing the board and
members, selecting the person to guide the
learning process, and recruiting the learning
team, to creating and celebrating a plan for
action, Mann provides all the resources a
congregations needs.
"The job you have right now, no matter how
frustrating, no matter how screamingly
imperfect, is part of your spiritual path. The work
you're doing right now is noble work because it
presents you with exactly what you need for
your spiritual growth, assuming you pay the right
kind of attention to it" — from the Introduction.

Popular introduction and study guide to UUism
offers a review of the denomination’s history and
beliefs. Perfect for newcomer workshops and
Marshall, George N.
adult education groups. Includes chapter guides
with study questions, outlines, index and
bibliography.
The big-bang theory from a feminist
perspective--a universe is born from a seed of
infinite possibility, a seed that holds the blueprint
for everything that exists. Beautiful batik
Everything Seed: A
Martingnacco,
illustrations accompany a simple story that is
Story of Beginnings, The Carole
told in language that children can understand
and adults will enjoy. The author is a Unitarian
Universalist minister. Illustrated by Joy Troyer.
Owls and Other Fantasies, Mary Oliver's poems
and essays about birds, was one of the bestselling volumes of poetry of 2003 and a Book
Sense 76 selection. Blue Iris, Oliver's new
collection, is designed to be a companion to that
volume. Elegantly illustrated, Blue Iris brings
Blue Iris: Poems and
together ten new poems, two dozen of Mary
Mary Oliver
Essays
Oliver's favorite poems, and two previously
unpublished essays. The poet considers roses,
of course, and poppies and peonies; lilies and
morning glories; the thick-bodied black oak and
the fragrant white pine; the tall sunflower and
the slender bean.
Challenge of a Liberal
Faith, Third Edition

Les Habitués de l'aube

Out in the Cold (video)

Glory, Hallalujah!

A teenager spends a few days at the cottage of
his cousin, the lake. Elle découvre que la vie,
l'amour, sont des choses plus compliquées
qu'elle ne le pensait. She discovered that life,
love, things are more complicated than it
Massicotte, Sylvie
thought. Un livre dans lequel il est question de
musique, d'homosexualité, de vie nocturne. A
book in which he is about music, homosexuality,
nightlife. Les secrets des uns et des autres qui
ne se dévoilent qu'à l'aube.. The secrets of
others who did reveal that at the dawn
Best documentary winner of the 14th annual
New York Lesbian and Gary Fild Festival. “From
Matthew Shepard
middle America to the mean streets of the city
Foundation/CIRE
gay youth tell their stories of rejection, survival,
Foundation
and hope for the future.” Comes with
educational resource and action guide booklet.
Mauldin gleans wisdom from such everyday
occurrences as the discovery of her kids' secret
Mauldin, Jane Ellen
clubhouse and from an egret standing beside a
busy highway.
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$26.95 Amazon
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TITLE

We Are Many, We Are
One: A UU Preschool
Curriculum

What if Nobody
Forgave? And Other
Stories, 2nd Edition

More Than Numbers

Come Sit By Me

AUTHOR

Tribal Church:
Ministering to the Not In
Library Generation

Merritt, Carol
Howard

Our Unitarian
Universalist Story

Meyer, Carol D.

First Steps: Planning for
Adult Religious
Middleton, Betty Jo
Education

One and Universal:
Prayers and Meditations
from around the world
Meet the Prophets: A
Beginner's Guide to the
Books of the Biblical
Prophets
Northern Lights: The
Unitarian Universalist
Congregations of the
Western Canada District

DESCRIPTION

A UU preschool curriculum. Stories, games and
projects encourage children to honor
themselves, their religious community, nature,
McDonald, Colleen and cultures from around the world. Features
rich array of games, songs and family
newsletters to build relationships between
teachers and home. 36 sessions.
Tales for family story time, worship, home
schooling, camp programs and more.
Encourages children and adults to feel
comfortable with themselves, to stand up for
McDonald, Colleen
their beliefs, even if those beliefs are unpopular,
- editor
and to be kind to others. Issues include
differently abled people, homophobia, conflict
resolution, mortality, and sharing a diverse and
fragile world environment. All ages.
Ways to grow your church from inside and
Mead, Loren B
outside. Ways to keep your congregation
Come Sit By Me, set in a multicultural daycare,
is about Karen and her friends. One child,
Nicholas, is often sick and absent from school.
Eventually the children find out that Nicholas
Merrifield, Margaret has AIDS. When Karen's parents hear that
Nicholas is being left out by the other children,
they help organize a meeting to address the
fears of both caregivers and children.

Midgley, John
(Editor)

Miller, John W.

Montagnes, Joan,
editor

Many churches are seeking ways to reach out to
the younger generations. Unfortunately this
often manifests as either a "come be just like
us!" attitude--suggesting an unwillingness to
change in order to be inclusive of young
people--or as a slick marketing campaign that
targets young adults in much the same way
secular advertising does. Both of these
approaches often leave young adults feeling
that their particular spiritual gifts and needs are
unwanted by the church. "We only want you for
your demographics" is the message given.
A six session program for adults.Uses reading,
group discussions and activities to focus on the
history and heritage of Unitarian Universalism,
personal religious values, individual experience
and current theological trends and issues.
A six session guide to help congregations
develop or re-vitalize adult religious education
programs.While tailored for a group, itcan serve
as a workbook for individuals as well. Topics
include beginning the process, the adult learner,
content of the program, learner differences and
educational design, structures and models, and
designing the overall program.
Collection of prayers clebrating the rich diversity
of worhip styles represented in the membership
of the ICUU.
A carefully organized, step-by-step introduction
to the books of the biblical prophets, the men
behind them, their message, and their relevance
for today.
Histories of the congregations in Western
Canada.

29 enchanting tales present God in a variety of
multicultural, non-sexist ways - as a
transcendent mystery, a spiritual force, peace
Hide and Seek with God Moore, Mary Ann
and silence, the mother and father of life, light
and darkness and more.
In light of 2006 General Assemblyís responsive
resolution on racism and classism, Been In the
Storm So Long is back by popular demand. First
published in 1991, this stirring volume features
Been in the Storm So
Morrison-Reed,
more than 40 selections from the spirited voices
Long
Mark/James, Jacqui of 29 African-Americans. Contributors include
David H. Eaton, Marjorie Bowens-Wheatley,
Rosemary Bray McNatt, Thandeka, Egbert
Etherlred Brown and more.
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$16.95 Amazon
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1 Book
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Unavailable

Toronto Library

Signed Out

Mary Bennett
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she will ship books
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Available

Available

Not In Library

$12 UUA Bookstore

Available

$10 UUA Bookstore

Signed Out

Healthy Congregrations
Registrar/Unitarian Fellowship Unitarian Fellowship of Fredericton
of Fredericton

874 York Street Frederiction, NB,
E3B 3R8

9/5/2008

Sexuality and Our Faith,
Grades 7-9: A
Morriss, Makanah
Companion to Our
and Agate, Jory
Whole Lives

Time to Live

Mosher De Wolfe,
Rev. Mark

Close the Book on Hate:
110 Ways to Combat
n/a
Prejudice

Liberal Religious
Education #13
Liberal Religious
Education #14
Liberal Religious
Education #15
Liberal Religious
Education #17
Liberal Religious
Education #18
Liberal Religious
Education #2
Liberal Religious
Education #6
Liberal Religious
Education #7
Liberal Religious
Education #9
Young Adult Ministry
Materials(duotang)

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
N/A

Parents as Resident
Theologians

Nelson, Roberta
and Christopher

Parents as Spiritual
Guides

Nelson, Roberta
and Christopher

The Unitarian Universalist supplement for Our
Whole Lives 7-9 stresses development of
religious community, spiritual depth, prophetic
vision, and action for justice. It helps participants
clarify their values and religious beliefs and
emphasizes the worth and dignity of each
participant. The supplement also includes
optional educational slides for groups that wish
to incorporate them into the curriculum.

1 Book

RE/Sexuality

Unavailable

Unavailable

1 Book

Unavailable

Toronto Library

1 Pamphlet

Social Action

Toronto Library

1 Book

RE

1 Book

RE

1 Book

The pamphlet contains practical suggestions for
combating prejudice at home, in schools, in the
workplace, in the community and in houses of
worship. It also contains a list of definitions,
helpful resources and a recommended reading
list of books included in the "Close the Book on
Hate" campaign.
Copyright 1997 Reed Business Information, Inc.
Copyright 1997 Reed Business Information, Inc.
Copyright 1997 Reed Business Information, Inc.
Copyright 1997 Reed Business Information, Inc.
Copyright 1997 Reed Business Information, Inc.
Copyright 1997 Reed Business Information, Inc.
Copyright 1997 Reed Business Information, Inc.
Copyright 1997 Reed Business Information, Inc.
Copyright 1997 Reed Business Information, Inc.
Unavailable
Parents as Resident Theologians includes 6
sessions and 12 readings to help parents and
kids explore together their beliefs about God,
prayer and other religious issues.
Empowers parents to bring spiritual growth into
the home, where the communion and rituals of
family life can support the “dynamic process of
faith development.” Includes extensive leader
preparation materials and six lesson plans.

$18 UUA Bookstore

Not In Library

Unavailable

Available

http://www.adl.org/Prejudice/default.asp

Available

Toronto Library

Unavailable

Available

Toronto Library

Unavailable
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Rose Cross and the
Goddess, The

Night, Gareth

Child Is Born, A

Nilsson, Lennart,
Hamberger, Lars

Office of Young
Crossing the Bridge from
Adult and Youth
Youth to Adulthood
Ministry

Talking with Your Child
About Sexuality

Ostermiller, R.
Kenneth

Wrestling with God: A
Unitarian Universalist
Guide for Skeptics and
Believers

Owen-Towele ,
Tom

Sauntering: A SoulJourney into the Woods
with Thoreau as My
Guide

Owen-Towle, Tom

DESCRIPTION

The second fruits of the legendary Hawkwood
College workshops of the early 1980s
developing from a weekend devoted to the
Mysteries of Isis. It approaches the search for
the Eternal Feminine from various angles: the
Magic Circle Maze Dance, the Heroic Quest for
the Hesperides, the Rosicrucian Transformation
Process, The Mysteries of Isis concealed in the
Roman comic erotic novel The Golden Ass, the
perspective of Tibetan Mayayana Buddhism,
and the Return of the Goddess and Initiation of
the Earth in our own times. Reissued in America
in 1993 under the title Evoking the Goddess
Elementary OWL resource. Fourth edition of this
international classis. Breathtaking photos show
the journey from fertilization to birth.
Formerly called Bridging Ceremony Resource
Pack, now revised and updated.
Comprehensive resource guide for
congregations planning a Bridging Ceremony.
Focuses on the ceremony itself--the liturgy, the
underlying philosophy, and ways to connect new
young adults to UU communities after the
ceremony. Also valuable for planning youth and
young adult-oriented worship services
throughout the year.
Elementary OWL resource. This book advises
parents on ways to present sexuality to the child
under twelve.
Unitarian Universalism celebrates an
unheralded yet distinct approach to the question
of an Ultimate Being. Maybe God would
welcome an unorthodox book from the bosom of
a movement that has no trouble both doubting
and affirming its very Being. -- From the
Introduction.
Unavailable
This book builds on a simple premise: good
teaching cannot be reduced to technique but is
rooted in the identity and integrity of the teacher.
Good teaching takes myriad forms but good
teachers share one trait: they are authentically
present in the classroom, in community with
their students and their subject. They possess
"a capacity for connectedness" and are able to
weave a complex web of connections between
themselves, their subjects, and their students,
helping their students weave a world for
themselves. The connections made by good
teachers are held not in their methods but in
their hearts — the place where intellect,
emotion, spirit, and will converge in the human
self — supported by the community that
emerges among us when we choose to live
authentic lives.

Courage to Teach:
Exploring the Inner
Landscape of a
Teacher's Life, The

Palmer, Parker J.

Let's Celebrate! Canada's Special Days

Parry, Caroline

Worship Resources

Pawelek, Josh

This is a book about Canada's special days and
ways to clebrate them. To help you join in, Let's
Celebrate also contains games, crafts, science
experiements and lots of poems and riddles.
Unavailable

Morning Watch

Pescan, Barbara

Unavailable

Produced by Mark
Schoen Ph.D,
Sexuality and Our Faith: Written by Eva S
Unavailable
Goldfarb, Ph.D. and
Grades 10-12 (Video)
Elizabeth M.
Casparian, Ph.D.
A collection of essays, reports and sermons
Unitarian Christianity
Rani, Hamlet
exploring Unitarian Christianity
This title complements Ray's earlier books "The
Big Small Church Book" and "Wonderful
Worship in Smaller Churches." He expands on
Indispensable Guide for
the subject by treating subjects such as
Ray, David. R.
Smaller Churches
communal theology as a tool for understanding
smaller churches. (September)
Plays for Special Days:
10 One-Act Plays for
Read, Elfreida
Christmas and Easter for
Young People
Neighbouring Faiths:
Exploring World
Religions with Junior
High Youth

Multi Generational
Congregation, The

Multigenerational
Congregation: Meeting
the Leadership
Challenge

Unavailable

Exploring world religions with Junior High youth.
History and development of different faith
Reed, Christine and traditions. Participants plan their own program
by choosing which religious groups to learn
Hoertdoerfer,
about, visit and relate to their own growing faith.
Patricia
Adaptable fore senior high youth and adults. 32
sessions.
Congregations need to learn new cultural
languages and practices in order to speak to
and be heard by new generations of people.
According to author Gil Rendle, most
congregations are not discrete groups with
uniform values and behaviors that can be
targeted to the exclusion of all other audiences.
Therefore, leadership in congregations is not a
Rendle, Gil
matter of marketplace savvy but of spiritual
authenticity, where leaders must continue to
shape faith traditions to be heard and
understood by a changing culture. Rendle
shows how to talk with and realty understand
one generational cohort while another cohort is
"looking over one's shoulder."

Rendle, Gil

Behavioral Covenants in
Congregations: A
Rendle, Gilbert R.
Handbook for Honoring
Differences

Congregations need to learn new cultural
languages and practices in order to speak to
and be heard by new generations of people.
According to author Gil Rendle, most
congregations are not discrete groups with
uniform values and behaviors that can be
targeted to the exclusion of all other audiences.
Therefore, leadership in congregations is not a
matter of marketplace savvy but of spiritual
authenticity, where leaders must continue to
shape faith traditions to be heard and
understood by a changing culture. Rendle
shows how to talk with and realty understand
one generational cohort while another cohort is
"looking over one's shoulder."

A handbook for honoring differences. An Alban
Institute Publication
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Come into the Circle:
Richards, Michelle
Worshiping with Children

DESCRIPTION

All new and comprehensive how-to guide for
creating meaningful religious experiences for
children. An experienced religious educator,
Richards brings practical knowledge and a solid
understanding of the spiritual needs of children
to this useful and imaginative resource. The
contents include suggestions on the form, style
and elements of worship, plus an extensive
collection of opening words and chalice
lightings, meditations and prayers, stories,
songs, sermons, and even complete orders of
service to help you get started planning your
worship. The rich variety of prayers and other
resources are evidence of the contribution to
these pages made by UU religious educators
from around the country.
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Sixty-one hymns and songs for children's
services and intergenerational worship. Simple
arrangements for keyboard and voice, with
chords for guitar or autoharp. Arranged in
sections based on our Unitarian Universalist
Principles and Sources.
An eloquent anthology honoring the wonders
and challenges of life on earth and celebrating
the seasons of our lives. The mysteries and
delights of life on earth are illuminated in this
richly eclectic collection of poetry, wisdom,
prayers, and blessings from thinkers and writers
Life Prayers from
around the world. Here you will find the poetry of
Around the World: 365
Roberts, Elizabeth
Hildgard of Bingen and Gary Snyder; the
Prayers, Blessings,
and Amidon, Elias political wisdom of Nelson Mandela and Martin
Affirmations to Celebrate editors
Luther King, Jr.; a treasury of women's prayers,
the Holidays
classical verse from China and Japan; and
beautiful chants and prayers by Native
Americans. A joyous affirmation of the human
journey in all its forms, in all its struggles and
glories.
Now Let Us Sing

Robbins, Phyllis

Unplug the Christmas
Machine: A Complete
Guide to Putting Love
and Joy back into the
Season

Robinson, Jo &
Coppock Staeheli,
Jean

Telling Our Tales:
Stories and Storytelling
for All Ages

Ross, Jeanette

Making The Dream
Come True (Video)

Rotary International Unavailable

Celebrating Diversity
with Art

Ryder, Willet

Emerging Church, The:
A Model for Change & a Sanguin, Bruce
Map for Renewal

Bereaved Parent, The

When God Speaks
Through Change:
Preaching in Times of
Congregational
Transition

This Day in Unitarian
Univeralist History: A
Treasury of
Anniversaries and
Milestones from 600
Years of Religious
Tradition

Sanoff Schiff,
Hariett

This guide shows you how to take the time to
identify your longing, be realistic about which of
those longings can be satisfied by Christmas
and then go on to create a holiday that gives
you great joy and satisfaction.
In this collection, 38 tales from around the world
reveal the underlying connection between
people of all cultures. There is also a wealth of
ideas for generating new stories. Each story is
accompanied by an outline, performance tips,
and a section detailing the origin of the tale.
Also included: tips for adapting stories to
different age groups and prop suggestions.

This almanac of exciting art activities colors the
year with special holidays, events, and issues.
Six hands-on projects for every month actively
involve students and maintain their interest with
such special themes as National Hobby Month,
Hispanic Heritage Month, Women's History
Month, Zoo and Aquarium Month, and more.
Guides both ministres and congregations
seeking to shift thir congregational culture
towards a progressive form of Christianity.
This is the classic book for parents whose child
has died - and for all who want to help them.
Many such parents feel that no one can help
because no one can understand the complex
ramifications of their tragedy: the exhaustion,
the quarrels with mates, the sleeplessness, the
panic, the inertia, the horror of laughter - all the
seemingly endless aftermath of sorrow and
despair. Yet, because she herself is a bereaved
mother, Harriet Sarnoff Schiff is able to give
genuine comfort. If you have lost a child, you
know that pain like yours cannot be erased, and
Schiff does not attempt to do so. Instead, she
offers guidelines and practical step-by-step
suggestions to help you cope with every stage
of grief, from facing the funeral to rebuilding
your marriage. Her book will convince you that
you, too, can find your way back to the land of
the living.

Anyone who has preached at a wedding and a
funeral in the same week can attest to the
power of the occasion to impact the preaching
event. At times, a congregational transition
looms so large in a sermon that it becomes the
lens through which scripture is interpreted, the
congregation is addressed, the preacher is
heard, and God is experienced. Homiletics
Satgterlee, Craig A. professor and parish pastor Craig Satterlee
reflects in this accessible, provocative volume
on how to integrate such significant events in a
congregation's life into the preaching ministry of
the church. Rather than offering a blueprint for
preaching, however, he walks alongside
pastors, seminarians, and other congregational
leaders who want to make sure the gospel, not
an agenda, is preached.
This treasury of anniversaries and milestones
marks the significant events in Unitarian and
Universalist faith heritage for every day of the
year. This Day in Unitarian Universalist History
spans six centuries of liberal religious tradition—
from Transylvania, where Prince John
Sigismund proclaimed himself a Unitarian in
1568 and published the Edict of Torda, to the
consolidation of Unitarians and Universalists in
1961, to the UUA’s modern movement of
welcoming all people regardless of race,
gender, sexual/affectional orientation or ability.
Well organized and easy to use, this book’s
unique day-by-day format is ideal for ministers,
Schulman, Frank
lay leaders, religious educators and anyone who
wishes to make UU religious history a part of his
or her daily life. The extensive index includes
major themes in Unitarian and Universalist
history and information about congregations.
Frank Schulman was chaplain, dean, and fellow
in theology at Harris Manchester College at
Oxford University. His other books include
Blasphemous and Wicked: The Unitarian
Struggle for Equality, 1813–1844; A Fine
Victorian Gentleman: The Life and Times of
Charles Wellbeloved and James Martineau:
This Conscience-Intoxicated Unitarian.
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Emerging Christian Way:
Thoughts, Stories &
Schwartzentruber,
Wisdom for a Faith of
Michael
Transformation, The

When Youth Lead: A
Guide to
Intergenerational Social
Justice Ministry (Plus
101 Youth Projects)

Schwendeman, Jill
M.

Furry Logic: A Guide to
Life's Little Challenges

Seabrook, Jane

Great Occasions:
Readings for the
Celebration of Birth,
Coming-Of-Age,
Marriage, and Death

Seaburg, Carl

DESCRIPTION

The face of Christianity is changing. In recent
years, and in rapidly increasing numbers,
people have begun to understand the core
message and purpose of Christianity differently.
They have returned to its ancient roots and
found a wisdom that speaks to their experience
of faith and God. According to this emerging
vision, Christianity is primarily about
transformation -- the transformation of the self
through a living and dynamic experience of God,
who is not separate from us, but a part of us;
and the transformation of society. THE
EMERGING CHRISTIAN WAY is a collection of
13 essays, by some of the leading authors and
thinkers in the field, covering ever aspect of this
developing Christian paradigm.
Offers guidance, suggestions and advice for
constructing and maintaining a healthy and
spiritually vital youth ministry. Seeing youth as
equal participants in congregational life,
Schwendeman demonstrates how teens are an
enormous generative force for our faith
communities and how adults have much to learn
from youth about passion, friendship,
discrimination, equality, faith and more. Social
justice work is an effective tool for bringing the
generations together and the items included in
this excellent resource have the potential to
build rich partnerships among children, youth,
adults and elders. Includes practical tips for 101
social action projects.
Guaranteed to coax a smile from the grumpiest
of grumps, Furry Logic is a little book with a big
heart and sly humour. Exquisitely detailed
watercolour paintings depict animals caught up
in the joy and drudgery of life and are paired
with old adages given a new spin for our times.
This treasury of words pays tribute to the
watershed events of life. Prose and poetry
selections are sorted by the occasion they
honor—birth, coming-of-age, marriage and
death. Originally designed for ministers by a
beloved New England pastor who spent years
officiating at such occasions, this useful
reference will be valued by anyone who is called
upon to officiate, speak or contribute to
ceremonies that commemorate the great
passages of life. Includes index of authors, first
lines and subjects, plus services for adoption,
divorce and memorials.
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In Memoriam: A Guide
to Modern Funeral and
Memorial Services

Alice La Fée
Beacon Song and
Service Book for
Children and Young
People, The

Searl, Edward

Shannon, David
Silliman, Vincent B
& Ruthe E./Taft,
Gertrude H.
/Yerrinton Bailey,
Katherine I.

Where the Sidewalk
Ends: The Poems and
Drawings of Shel
Silverstein

Silverstein, Shel

How Can I Help?

Skwire, Marjorie
and Vincent,
Audrey Wise

Amen: Prayers and
Blessings from Around
the World

Slesin, Suzanne/
Emily Gwathmey,
Emily

Book of Mormon:
Another Testament of
Jesus Christ, The

Smith, Joseph

Glad to be Human

Solveig Anderson,
Karen

Falling out of Grace:
Meditations on Loss,
Healing and Grace

Somé, Sobonfue

A guide to modern funeral and memorial
services. Searl offers sensitive, practical advice
for one of life's most difficult ceremonial
passages. This book includes new materail on
writing obituaries, alternative settings, interment
of ashes, cremation and selecting monuments
and memorials. Also offers information on
writing a eulogy, traditional and non-traditional
memorial customs and grieving. Features
eleven sample services. A useful resource for
both the secular and the religious celebrant.
Wonderfully illustrated storybook
This book offers a varied an inclusive collection
of materials for use in the religious services of
children and young people. Within its covers are
both a service book (30 services) and a hymn
book.
Come in . . . for where the sidewalk ends, Shel
Silverstein's world begins. You'll meet a boy
who turns into a TV set, and a girl who eats a
whale. The Unicorn and the Bloath live there,
and so does Sarah Cynthia Sylvia Stout who will
not take the garbage out. It is a place where you
wash your shadow and plant diamond gardens,
a place where shoes fly, sisters are auctioned
off, and crocodiles go to the dentist.
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Our Whole Lives,
Grades K-1

Sprung, Barbara

Brand New Baby, A

Stanger, Margaret

This eight-session adult program explores the
personal side of service to others, in a chapterby-chapter study of Ram Dass and Paul
Gorman’s classic, How Can I Help?
Forty prayers from Christianity, Judaism,
Hinduism, Islam, Tao, Buddhism,
Confuncianism and Native American faiths. The
prayers are primarily those for rites of passage:
marriage, birth, healing, death. This book
contains color photos and six die-cut chapter
openers.
The book was written by many ancient prophets
by the spirit of prophecy and revelation. Their
words, written on gold plates, were quoted and
abridged by a prophet-historian named Mormon.
The record gives an account of two great
civilizations. One came from Jerusalem in 600
B.C., and afterward separated into two nations,
known as the Nephites and the Lamanites. The
other came much earlier when the Lord
confounded the tongues at the Tower of Babel.
This group is known as the Jaredites. After
thousands of years, all were destroyed except
the Lamanites, and they are the principal
ancestors of the American Indians.
Unavailable
Erica Helm Meade, author of The Moon in the
Well: This courageous book is an inspiration for
using failures as teachers, and thus finding the
true meaning of grace
Supports parents in educating children about
birth, babies, bodies and families. Following a
Parent Meeting and Parent/Child Orientation,
the eight class sessions engage children with
stories, songs and activities and include a
weekly HomeLink—a homework project for
parents and children to do together. Promotes
dialogue between parent and child. Appropriate
for use in classroom and home settings.
This story is presented as a book for reading to
six- and seven-year-old to help children to bring
out into the open some of their feelings about
babies.

Unavailable

Unavailable

$17.49 Amazon

Not In Library

Available

Available

$40 UUA Bookstore

Available

Unavailable

Available

TITLE

Circle Round

AUTHOR

Starhawk/Baker/,
DianeHill, Anne

DESCRIPTION

"Circle Round" is a wonderful resource for
parents of any religion who want to teach their
children a reverence for nature. The authors
show that the practice of Earth-centered
spirituality is not a once-a-week break from the
rest of our lives, it is embodied--woven into our
eating, sleeping, working, playing, and even
breathing. The book's three main sections cover
the eight seasonal holidays of the Pagan
calendar, the human life-cycle, and the
elements. Each section contains activities and
rituals, includingstories and recipes, and covers
the basics while weaving in many unexpected
gems. Suggestions range from the widelypracticed (carving pumpkins on Samhain- - the
Pagan New Year, a.k.a. Halloween) to ones that
would seem 'out there' to all but the most openminded of families (a community-wide 'first
blood' ritual celebrating a girl's first period).
contemporary fable for Brigit (the holiday
marking the beginning of Spring), and many
beautiful ideas for celebrating pregnancy and
birth.

This workshop guide provides some simple
tools through which people may re-examine and
retrieve positive aspects of past religious
connections. It addresses the affective elements
Stauffacher, Bonnie
of these connections, rather than dogma. The
H
workshop is designed to provide both group
sharing and private exploration, using journal
writing exercises. It consists of five separate
sessions.
Gain a clearer understanding of your church's
emotional system and practical ways to actively
promote and encourage its well-being. Learn the
10 principles of health, ways of dealing with
Healthy Congregations:
Steinke, Peter L.
stress and anxiety, how spiritually and
A Systems Approach
emotionally healthy leaders influence your
community's emotional system, factors that
could put your congregation at risk and more.
Drawing on the work of Bowen, Friedman, and
his own many years' counseling experience,
Peter Steinke shows how to recognize and deal
with the emotional roots of such issues as
church conflict, leadership roles, congregational
change, irresponsible behavior, and the effect of
How Your Church
family of origin on current relationships.
Family Works:
Discover why working relationships may be
Understanding
Steinke, Peter L.
"stuck" in certain behaviors. Psychologically
Congregations as
sound, theologically grounded, and practically
Emotional Systems
illustrated with case studies, How Your Church
Family Works will help you better understand
how your congregation works and how to keep it
healthy. Featuring a new preface and a fresh
redesign, the book is a classic work by one of
the most respected names in congregational
consulting.
The Unitarian Universalist supplement for Our
Svoboda II, Gordon
Whole Lives 10-12 includes community-building
Sexuality and Our Faith, J. Agate,
rituals for the opening and closure of each Our
Jory/Bassham,
Grades 10-12: A
Whole Lives session. It asks participants to
Lizann/Morriss,
Companion to Our
reflect on how their own religious values and
Makanah
Whole Lives
beliefs connect with what they are learning, and
Elizabeth/Millspaug
how their religious community's actions express
h, Sarah Gibb
those values.
A comprehensive handbook for adults working
with youth in YRUU. Everything you need to
know about the history of YRUU, the role of a
youth advisor, youth issues, how to develop and
Youth Advisors
encourage youth leadership, confidentiality and
Tain, Shell
Handbook
more. Includes glossary of YRUU lingo and
sample contracts, permission slips and
applications.
Owning Your Religious
Past: The Haunting
Church`

Youth Advisors
Handbook: A Resource
for YRUU Advisors, 2nd
Edition

Tain, Shell

A comprehensive handbook for adults working
with youth in YRUU. Everything you need to
know about the history of YRUU, the role of a
youth advisor, youth issues, how to develop and
encourage youth leadership, confidentiality and
more. Includes glossary of YRUU lingo and
sample contracts, permission slips and
applications.

Video and classroom guide package. The film
presents the birth of the Civil Rights Movement
Teaching Tolerance as more that a mere history lesson for the
classroom but also as a model for young
Project
student activists who are looking to make
positive change in their communities.
“The vision of community that the early
childhood classroom provides can color
children’s ideas and expectations about equity,
cooperation and citizenship for a lifetime.” Each
Starting Small: Teaching
Teaching Tolerence
of the seven chapters centers on a real
Tolerance in Preschool
Project
classroom community. The stories describe
and the Early Grades
“teachable moments” around issues of equity,
respect, and tolerance.
Mighty Times: The
Legacy of Rosa Parks

Many people are unaware of the connection
between holidays and the earth-based seasonal
traditions from which these special days
evolved. Using myth, folklore, and poetry, this
book reacquaints readers with well-known
traditions. Organized by season, each section
begins with a story followed by rituals that
readers can enact to create their own
celebrations. Ceremonies and traditions come
from Africa, Europe, the Americas, Asia, and the
South Pacific, from Christmas and Kwanzaa to
the Ritual of the Cleansing Fire and the Building
of the Autumn Equinox Altar.

Jump Up:Seasonal
Celebrations

Teish, Luisha

Living Biographies of
Religious Leaders

Thomas, Henry/
Thomas, Dana Lee

Coming of Age
Celebration Planning
Manual

Thompson, George
Planning guide for a YRUU mini-conference
et al.

Return to the Springs

Trapp, Jacob

Without God, Without
Creed: The Origins of
Unbelief in America

Turner, James

The great religious leaders whose lives and
tenets are presented here are: Jesus, Moses,
Isaiah, Zoroaster,
Buddha, Confucious, John the Baptist, Paul,
Muhammad, Francis of Assisi, John Huss,
Lother, Loyala, Calvin, George Fox,
Swedenborg, Wesley, Brigham Young, Mary
Baker Eddy, and Gandhi.

Discusses prayer, mysticism and holiness and
presents a model of worship for religious
liberals.
Until the 19th century, atheism and agnosticism
were viewed as bizarre aberrations. But atheism
emerged as a viable alternative to other
ideologies. How and why it became possible is
the subject of this cultural revolution.
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DESCRIPTION

A guide to the coming of age program, designed
Unitarian Church of to give a broader understanding of Unitarian
Universalism and help youth create the
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foundations of their own religious faith.
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Parents and Other
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Resource Packet - 2nd
Edition

UUA Office of
Young Adult and
Campus Ministry

CUSO Activities

Various

Essex Conversations:
Visions for Lifespan
Religious Education

Various

UU Identity Resource
Packet

various

All My Relations:
Sharing Native Values
Through the Arts

Verrall, Catherine
with KeeshigTobias, Lenore

Articulating Your Faith: A Wells, Barbara and
Five Session Course
ten Hove, Jaco B.

Oh, Brother … Oh,
Sister: A Sister's Guide
to Getting Along

Whitney, Brooks

Velveteen Rabbit, The

Williams, Margery

More than 50 Ways to
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Williams, R. Bruce
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2002)
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This handy volume contains 3 timeless
favorites. Being a UU Parent offers 5 sessions
and 17 handouts on theology and real-life child
rearing. Parents as Resident Theologians
includes 6 sessions and 12 readings to help
parents and kids explore together their beliefs
about God, prayer and other religious issues.
Parents as Social Justice Educators provides 6
sessions on clarifying values and talking about
social issues with children.
A compendium of history, ceremony orders of
service, readings, young adult testimonials, and
other resources.
Games and activities to explore social justice
issues.
More than 30 religious educators explore goals
for the new century. A valuable tool for
broadening our understanding of religious
education and its impact on our future. In the
tradition of The Stonehouse Conversations,
published in 1979.
A series of guides for helping UUs of all ages
develop and articulate their identity as part of a
faith group.
This book shares native values through the arts.
It is intended primarily for non-Native teachers
of children in kindergarten to grade 6.
Guides participants through a series of easy and
engaging excercises--personal reflection, roleplay, discussion and even the creation of a
worship event--that equip them to communicate
their liberal religious ideals. Authors are coministers at Paint Branch Unitarian Universalist
Church in Adelphi, MD.
Elementary OWL Resource: This exploration of
sibling relationships encourages girls to create
stronger bonds with their brothers and sisters to
help promote harmony at home. The book offers
fun, practical advice on issues siblings face,
including fighting, sharing, jealousy and respect
- with tips, quizzes, and special tear-out extras
to make family life easier.
A stuffed toy rabbit (with real thread whiskers)
comes to life in Margery Williams's timeless tale
of the transformative power of love. Given as a
Christmas gift to a young boy, the Velveteen
Rabbit lives in the nursery with all of the other
toys, waiting for the day when the Boy (as he is
called) will choose him as a playmate. In time,
the shy Rabbit befriends the tattered Skin
Horse, the wisest resident of the nursery, who
reveals the goal of all nursery toys: to be made
"real" through the love of a human. "'Real isn't
how you are made,' said the Skin Horse. 'It's a
thing that happens to you. When a child loves
you for a long, long time, not just to play with,
but REALLY loves you, then you become Real.'"
This sentimental classic--perfect for any child
who's ever thought that maybe, just maybe, his
or her toys have feelings--has been charming
children since its first publication in 1922.
Does your team have a difficult time making a
decision? Are you trying to build cohesiveness
within your team? Are you looking for ways to
focus your team's energy?
Presents a comprehensive approach to human
sexuality in an age-appropriate manner. Based
firmly on the values of respect, responsibility,
justice and inclusivity. Helps young people
apply these values to their behavior and
provides them with information and skills they
can use throughout life. Includes a
comprehensive parent orientation.
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Which Lesson? UU
Curricula Content Finder

An overview of UU curricula. You can look up
specific items (e.g., person, religion, activity,
concept, principle) or in one of five main
categories: art and craft, food, games, songs,
and stories. Published 1999.
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